
CUBRIS 

By Evan Burchard and Gabe Warshauer-Baker 

 

Number of players:  2+ 

Game length: 10-15 minutes 

 

How you lose: 

The player who knocks any pieces off the ice pile in phase 2 is the loser. 

 

Setup: 

1. Get Ice 

Two standard trays (28 cubes). 

2. Get a Platform. 

A 4-inch diamater tupperware lid or napkin works fine. It’s best if you elevate the platform by putting it 

on something, like a cup or jar. 

 

Note -- Most people find 4-inches adequate, but adjust to your personal needs, skill and quantity of ice. 

Also, feel free to use strange ice shapes if you have them. 

 

The game: 

Phase 1: Gradual Liability 

Take turns placing ice from the tray onto the platform. Whenever ice falls off the platform, put it into 

your personal Pile of Liability. Do not place pieces from your Pile of Liability back onto the platform. 

While placing a piece, you may freely rearrange and touch other pieces on the platform. 

 

When the trays are empty, begin Phase 2! 

Phase 2: Sudden Death 



Rank players in order of the size of their Pile of Liability, so in 4 player game, the player with the largest 

pile is the 4th ranked, and the player with the smallest pile is 1st ranked.*  

Now merge the Piles of Liability  into a community pile. For the rest of the game, players will take ice 

from this community pile when placing it on the platform. 

 

In this round, if a player knocks off any pieces, that player loses and the game ends. 

 

During this phase, there are multiple rounds where players go in reverse rank order (so in a 4-player 

game, the 4th player goes first each round). 

In the first round, all players go. 

In subsequent rounds, the highest ranked player who participated last round does not go. If on a given 

round, no one would go, begin again at the first round. 

 

Example for 4 players: 

Round 1: 

4th player, 3rd player, 2nd player, 1st player 

Round 2: 

4th player, 3rd player, 2nd player 

Round 3: 

4th player, 3rd player 

Round 4: 

4th player 

Round 5: 

GOTO Round 1. 

 

Example for 3 players: 

Round 1: 



3rd player, 2nd player, 1st player 

Round 2: 

3rd  player, 2nd player 

Round 3: 

3rd player 

Round 4: 

GOTO Round 1. 

 

Example for 2 players: 

Round 1: 

2nd player, 1st player 

Round 2: 

2nd player 

Round 3: 

GOTO Round 1. 

 

If you run out of ice in phase 2, no one loses! Next time use a smaller surface! 

 

*If two players have the same size pile, they are considered the same rank. Whenever that rank takes a 

turn, both players go, in random order. So, in a 3 player game, if Alice has 4 cubes in her Pile of Liability, 

Bob has 4 cubes in his Pile of Liability, and Carol has 2 cubes in hers, Alice and Bob are both treated as 

“3rd player.” They’ll both go whenver the 3rd player player would, in random order (flip a coin). There is 

no “2nd player.” 

 

Regardless of phase, heckling is strongly encouraged. 

 

 



Pro tip: 

Milking: When placing a piece in a rough spot, “milk” it by squeezing it with your hand to make a wet 

surface in the target area. Then hold the piece in place, and the water will (hopefully) refreeze, 

(probably) making it stick.  


